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for now we are adding diverse variety character models as
mascots with some animations to allow you to relax/fiddle with
the mascots to distract yourself from stress and stuff.some parts
of the character have physical effects and can simulate shaking
when moving. characters can move, rotate and scale freely.
players can also import local custom models to create new
desktop partners of their own. after you have windows 8.1, the
best option would be to upgrade to windows 10 pro. while there
are some good things about windows 10 home edition, it really
lacks certain features available in windows 10 pro which allow you
to customize your desktop with apps and settings. for those who
are not compatible with windows 10, you can always download
windows 8.1. this operating system is still very useful to windows
7 and windows 8 users because a lot of software still uses
windows 8. if you dont want to download and run the executable,
you can download yaru_data1.zip from the google code downloads
page. unzip the file. open terminal. run terminal.app to start a
command prompt. in the command prompt enter the command
python yaru_utils.py -m yaru. this will generate the yaru files
needed to make the new look. unzip the file and run the app. its
recommended that you shutdown all other programs. go to
system > preferences > appearance. in the preview pane on the
right, select the (customize) button. in the list that pops up click
the more link to add a new theme. choose the image and add the
name. then click the apply button in the lower right corner. the
theme should now be applied to your system. before continuing
read the following notes:
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there are additional features coming to ubuntu mascot engine.
here is a short list of things that have been on our plans but have
been postponed for other reasons. this wiki page is still a work in
progress, but we plan to provide more information in the future.

please keep us in the loop by posting updates and suggestions on
our discourse . currently, when you find any part of ubuntu you

like, you can download it, customize it, install it on your own
hardware, install it on your laptop, arrange it on your desktop or
print it on paper. how awesome is that? not so awesome because
most of what you've done has been done for you. this wiki page is
a place where you can propose, debate, discuss and share what
you want to see in your desktop. i have provided these files to

users based on the ubuntu software center as part of the artwork
team, we also provide more (per-distribution) logos and fallback
images for various accessibility features for individuals who may
not be visually able to enjoy mascot engine. here are the mascot
engine download links: for those wanting to know what happens

under the hood, quite a bit actually, the biggest change has been
the introduction of the mascot engine which provides the vector
graphics for our wallpapers. the mascot engine was previously a
plugin for the existing elementary-desktop-engine. it has been
repurposed as a stand-alone module in the forthcoming ubuntu
20.04 release. the main changes in the mascot engine are in a
style implementation of the duktape javascript engine, both for
speed and robustness, and the addition of a style framework for

vector graphics with per-theme style variations and colour control.
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